FIS unlocks your lending with credit access through customer-centric lending experiences. Our ecosystem of solutions covers everything from commercial to small business to consumer lending.

FIS can meet all your lending needs

FIS® helps you provide access to credit when and where customers need it, by unlocking new acquisition channels like embedded lending and BNPL. With AI and machine learning built in, our systems make decisioning faster and more secure while providing personalized offers and experiences.

**Lend More**
Open up new markets through digital channels, Lending as a Service, Crypto and BNPL. Utilize alternative data for deeper access to underserved customers.

**Lend Faster**
Automate decisioning and reduce manual back-office work with RPA, AI and machine learning.

**Lend Smarter**
Leverage FIS’ scale and expertise. Drive efficiency and control with our Lending as a Service and reduce your risk with Business Process as a Service.

Our business relationships drive scale and market adoption across the banking, capital markets and merchant sectors. Empowering faster access to funds on a global scale, unmatched by any other provider, FIS is a trusted partner and global leader that processes more than $10 trillion annually.

LEARN MORE TODAY